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It has been observed that there is a strong association between the
inherent (lexical) aspect of verbs and the acquisition of tense-aspect
morphology (the aspect hypothesis; Andersen & Shirai, 1994). To
investigate why such an association is observed, this study exam-
ined the influence of inherent aspect and learners’ first language (L1)
on the acquisition of Japanese imperfective aspect by using two
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tasks—an acceptability judgment test and an oral picture descrip-
tion task—with two groups of second language learners of Japa-
nese: 26 native speakers (NSs) of English, which has the obligatory
progressive, and 35 NSs of languages that have no obligatory pro-
gressive marking (German and Slavic languages). The results from
the acceptability judgment test support the aspect hypothesis in that,
regardless of L1, the imperfective marker -te i-ru was strongly asso-
ciated with activity verbs for lower proficiency learners. However, the
results from the oral task did not support the prediction, in that lower
proficiency L1 nonprogressive learners did not show any such pref-
erence. The results suggest that L1 plays a role in the formation of
the acquisition pattern predicted by the aspect hypothesis, but that
given the complex interaction with task types and proficiency, L1
transfer cannot be the sole reason for the predicted association in
the acquisition of Japanese -te i-(ru). It is argued that multiple fac-
tors are at work when learners create the form-meaning associations
predicted by the aspect hypothesis.

Tense-aspect has been extensively investigated in first language ~L1! and sec-
ond language ~L2! acquisition research ~Bardovi-Harlig, 1999, 2000; Li & Shi-
rai, 2000; Weist, 2002!+ It has been observed that there is a strong relationship
between inherent lexical aspect of verbs and the acquisition of tense-aspect
morphology, a relationship summarized in the aspect hypothesis ~Andersen
& Shirai, 1994, 1996; Bardovi-Harlig, 1999, 2000; Robison, 1995; Shirai, 1991!+
The aspect hypothesis predicts that at the early stages of acquisition, learn-
ers predominantly use past tense and perfective aspect forms with punctual
and telic verbs and progressive aspect forms with activity verbs+

The acquisition of tense-aspect marking can be very informative for under-
standing the mechanism of form-meaning mapping in language acquisition+
Research in this area enables us to see how language learners come to asso-
ciate the basic grammatical functors, such as tense-aspect morphology, with
semantic features of verbs ~Shirai, 2004!+ Also, the ample empirical observa-
tions available in this area provide us with a significant database for compar-
ison between L1 and L2 acquisition as well as comparison across various
languages, from which we can infer the mechanism behind acquisition of gram-
matical functors in general+ In spite of the existing broad range of investiga-
tion, however, we still do not know how such form-meaning mappings are
created+

Shirai ~2004; see also Salaberry & Shirai, 2002! argued that multiple fac-
tors, such as input frequency, learning environment, and L1 influence, contrib-
ute to the acquisition patterns predicted by the aspect hypothesis+ In particular,
Shirai ~2002, 2004! emphasized the L1 transfer explanation for the initial form-
meaning association, but few studies have systematically investigated the role
of L1 in relation to the aspect hypothesis+ The main purpose of this study is
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to help fill this gap by analyzing the acquisition of the Japanese imperfective
aspect marker+

INTRODUCTION

The Aspect Hypothesis

First, we briefly describe the categories of inherent aspect of verbs, which is
crucial to understanding the literature on the aspect hypothesis+ Unlike gram-
matical aspect, which is marked explicitly by linguistic devices such as auxil-
iaries or inflectional morphology, inherent aspect is defined in terms of the
temporal properties of the situation to which the verb ~phrase! refers+

Vendler’s ~1967! four categories—probably the most broadly accepted and
the best known in L2 tense-aspect studies—are state, activity, accomplish-
ment, and achievement+ A state verb ~e+g+, love, know! refers to a situation
that is viewed as continuing to exist unless some outside situation makes it
change+ An activity verb ~e+g+, run, walk! describes a dynamic and durative
situation without an inherent end point+ An accomplishment verb ~e+g+, make
a chair, run a mile! describes a situation that is dynamic and durative, but
has a necessary end point+ An achievement verb ~e+g+, die, drop! refers to a
dynamic and punctual situation+ States and activities are atelic, whereas accom-
plishments and achievements are telic+ Vendler’s four categories plus semel-
factive ~to be discussed later in this section! can be defined on the basis of
three semantic features: dynamicity, telicity, and punctuality ~see Table 1!+

As mentioned earlier, studies on the acquisition of tense-aspect in both
L1 and L2 have indicated that inherent aspect will influence the way in which
language learners use grammatical tense-aspect markers+ A series of general-
izations to this effect, together labeled the aspect hypothesis ~Andersen &
Shirai, 1994, 1996; Bardovi-Harlig, 2000; Bardovi-Harlig & Bergström, 1996;
Shirai, 1991!, is summarized as follows:

1+ Learners first use ~perfective! past marking on achievement and accomplishment
verbs, eventually extending use to activity and state verbs+

2+ In languages that encode the perfective-imperfective distinction morphologically,
imperfective past appears later than perfective past, and imperfective past mark-

Table 1. Semantic features of inherent aspect

Feature State Activity Accomplishment Semelfactive Achievement

Dynamic � � � � �
Punctual � � � � �
Telic � � � � �

Source+ From The parameter of aspect, by Smith, 1991, p+ 30+
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ing begins with stative and activity ~i+e+, atelic! verbs, then extends to accomplish-
ment and achievement ~i+e+, telic! verbs+

3+ In languages that have progressive aspect, use of progressive marking begins with
activity verbs and then extends to accomplishment and achievement verbs+

4+ Learners do not incorrectly attach progressive marking to stative verbs+

In this article, we focus on the third generalization; that is, we examine whether
L2 learners of Japanese show a strong association of progressive marking with
activity verbs and extend this use to other verb types+ Because the evidence
for the acquisition order for the spread of past marking from telics is more
robust ~Bardovi-Harlig, 2000; Shirai, 2002!, it is worth investigating the acqui-
sition of progressive marking+

Although the four-category system of inherent aspect has been dominant
in aspect hypothesis research, theoretical and empirical arguments have cast
doubt on its sufficiency for fine-grained analysis+ As shown in Table 1, Smith
~1991! modified Vendler’s system and added a fifth category, semelfactive ~e+g+,
cough, knock!, which belongs to achievement in Vendler’s classification+ Semel-
factive is similar to achievement in that it is dynamic and punctual, but differ-
ent in that it does not involve an inherent end point that denotes a change of
state+ The difference between semelfactive and Vendler’s achievement can be
observed when they are combined with the progressive aspect marker+ In
English, for example, when used with a progressive marker, semelfactive can
denote an iterative action in progress ~e+g+, Ken is knocking on the door!,
whereas achievement indicates another meaning ~in English, it often denotes
a preliminary stage of an event, as in John is dying!+ A L1 acquisition study by
Shirai and Andersen ~1995! empirically supported Smith’s modification: Three
children ~acquiring English as a L1! showed early use of progressive morphol-
ogy not only with activity verbs but also with semelfactive verbs to denote
iterative action in progress ~e+g+, He’s jumping!+ The current study is another
attempt to test the validity of the semelfactive category and examine the dif-
ference between semelfactive and other categories when they denote progres-
sive meaning+

The Tense-Aspect System in Japanese

Before we move on to the discussion of previous research on tense-aspect
acquisition, let us briefly describe the tense-aspect system of Japanese; this
is important for understanding the theoretical importance of the acquisition
of Japanese—in particular, to explain the observed generalizations+ The Jap-
anese tense-aspect system has much in common with that of English+ In both
languages, all indicative predicates are marked for tense ~past -ta, nonpast -ru
in Japanese!+ Also, similar to the English progressive form be -ing, Japanese
has an aspect marker -te i-(ru) that must be used in describing action in
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progress at the time of reference+ However, the semantic scope of the Japa-
nese aspect marker -te i-(ru) is different from that of English+

The English progressive marking be -ing normally has the meanings pre-
sented in Table 2 when it is attached to verbs of different inherent aspect
classes+1 Both activity and accomplishment verbs, which inherently have
dynamic duration, denote action in progress when combined with progres-
sive marking+ Semelfactive can also refer to duration through repetition+ On
the other hand, achievement, which is punctual and telic, needs to somehow
find a durative component in the situation it describes; that is, it must be
focused on the process that leads up to the punctual point when a change of
state occurs, or it will result in anomaly+ State, which is nondynamic and does
not indicate an action, is often anomalous, except if it emphasizes the tempo-
rariness of a particular state viewed as a dynamic event+

The Japanese aspect marker -te i-(ru) shows a similar interaction with inher-
ent aspect, as illustrated in Table 3+ The major difference between the two
languages concerns the combination of -te i-(ru) with achievement verbs+ Jap-
anese -te i-(ru) cannot denote a process leading up to the end point, but it can
refer to a resultative state, used quite frequently by native speakers ~NSs! of
Japanese ~Shirai & Nishi, 2005!+ As in Booru-ga oti-te i-ru “The ball has fallen
~and it is there!,” Japanese focuses on the duration of state that obtains as a
result of the punctual action+2

Applying the aspect hypothesis to Japanese, a straightforward prediction
is that learners will initially associate the past tense marker -ta with achieve-
ment verbs and the progressive-imperfective aspect marker -te i-(ru) with activ-
ity verbs, even though in the target grammar, -te i-(ru) can be used with
achievement verbs to denote a resultative state+

Terminologically, there is no general agreement among linguists about what
to call the aspectual form -te i-(ru)+ Linguists in Japan mostly use the term
“keizoku-soo” ~continuative aspect or durative aspect!, but, following Shirai
~1998a, 2000!, in this article we use the term imperfective aspect+ Imperfective
aspect focuses on the internal structure of a situation and, therefore, it takes

Table 2. English progressive marking

Aspect class Meaning Examples

Activity Action in progress He’s running. She’s playing the guitar.
Accomplishment Action in progress He’s making a chair. He’s running a mile.
Achievement Process leading up to an end point He’s reaching the summit. He’s leaving.

Anomaly *I’m finding an error.
*She’s recognizing John.

Semelfactive Iterative action in progress He’s jumping. He’s knocking on the door.
State Vividness I’m liking it!

Temporariness I’m thinking that he might be sick.
Anomaly *I am owning a car. *I am knowing him.

Source+ Examples from Shirai and Kurono, 1998, pp+ 250–251+
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an internal view ~unlike perfective aspect, which takes an external view!+ More
formally, Smith ~1991! stated that the defining feature of imperfective aspect
is that it does not include the beginning and final end points of a situation in
its scope+ Because the Japanese -te i-(ru) meets this definition, Shirai ~1998a,
2000! treated it as imperfective+ However, as is well known, progressive aspect
is a subcategory of imperfective aspect, with the added feature of dynamicity
~Comrie, 1976!; therefore, in this article we will use the term imperfective when
it refers to the multiple meanings that -te i-(ru) denotes ~e+g+, progressive and
resultative meanings!+

Additionally, we briefly describe the aspectual systems of German and the
Slavic languages ~i+e+, Russian, Bulgarian, and Ukrainian!, which are L1s of the
participants in this study+ As in English and Japanese, German and Slavic dis-
tinguish between past and nonpast by means of verbal morphology, auxiliary,
or both+ However, whereas English and Japanese have an obligatory aspec-
tual marking to denote progressive meaning, German and Slavic do not have
such markers and describe action in progress with the simple present form—
that is, zero form in German and present imperfective in Slavic languages+ The
contrast is illustrated in Table 4; the examples in the second column describe
actions in progress, whereas those in the third column describe habitual and
generic situations in all four languages+

In other words, NSs of English ~and Japanese! automatically add aspectual
marking to refer to action in progress, whereas NSs in the nonprogressive group

Table 3. Japanese imperfective marking with -te i-(ru)

Aspect class Meaning Example

Activity Action in progress Ken-ga utat-te i-ru/-ta.
Ken-NOM sing-ASP-NONPAST0PAST

“Ken is0was singing+”
Accomplishment Action in progress Ken-ga isu-o tukut-te i-ru/-ta.

Ken-NOM chair-ACC make-ASP-NONPAST0PAST

“Ken is0was making a chair”
Achievement Resultative state Booru-ga oti-te i-ru/-ta.

ball-NOM fall-ASP-NONPAST0PAST

“The ball has0had fallen ~and is0was still there!+”
Semelfactive Iterative action in progress Ken-ga doa-o tatai-te i-ru/-ta.

Ken-NOM door-ACC knock-ASP-NONPAST0PAST

“Ken is0was knocking on the door+”
State Vividness, temporariness Huzisan-ga mie-te i-ru/-ta.

Mt+ Fuji-NOM be visible-ASP-NONPAST0PAST

“We are0were able to see Mt+ Fuji
~at this0that moment!+”

Anomaly *Okane-ga it-te i-ru/-ta.
money-NOM be necessary-ASP-NONPAST0PAST

“Money is0was being needed” @Intended meaning# +

Note+ ACC � accusative marker, ASP � aspect marker, NOM � nominative marker, NONPAST � nonpast tense marker,
PAST � past tense marker+
Source+ Examples from Shirai and Kurono, 1998, p+ 252+
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in this study do not have to make this distinction at all, at least morphologi-
cally+3 This contrast, we argue, maximally increases the likelihood of the effect
of the L1 being clearly observed+ The fact that both the source language
~English! and the target language ~Japanese! require the use of the progres-
sive aspect is expected to facilitate positive transfer in its use for action in
progress+ In contrast, because German and Slavic languages do not make such
an aspectual distinction, learners cannot rely on the corresponding semantic
category in their L1+ This is analogous to lack of articles ~Master, 1987! or
lack of plural marking on nouns ~Andersen, 1983!; learners of languages with-
out these markers have been shown to have difficulty in acquiring the distinc-
tion ~see also Slobin, 1993, for a related discussion!+

The Prototype Hypothesis

Numerous studies on various languages, conducted in various contexts, have
supported the predictions of the aspect hypothesis at the descriptive level,
but the explanation that underlies the observed phenomena remains an open
question+ One attempt to provide an explanatory account was Andersen and
Shirai’s ~1996! prototype hypothesis ~see also Andersen, 2002; Li & Shirai, 2000;
Shirai, 1991!; this hypothesis proposed that language learners initially acquire
the prototypes for each aspectual morpheme and then gradually extend their
scope to less prototypical cases+4

According to Andersen and Shirai ~1996!, the prototype of a progressive
marker is a process ~action in progress!, whereas habitual, futurate, and sta-
tive progressive meanings are peripheral+ More specifically, the action in
progress meaning with activity verbs is the best exemplar of the progressive
marker, then action in progress with accomplishment and semelfactive ~itera-
tive progressive! follow+ Andersen and Shirai proposed this sequence based
on a review of L1 acquisition studies ~Shirai, 1991!, but there is not yet suffi-
cient evidence to support this acquisition order in L2+

Table 4. Aspectual marking in English, Japanese, German, and Russian

Language Action in progress Habitual0generic

English Ken is singing+ ~present progressive! Ken sings well+ ~simple present!
Japanese Ken-ga utat-te i-ru. Ken-ga zyoozuni utau.

Ken-NOM sing-PROG-NONPAST Ken-NOM well sing-NONPAST

German Ken singt. Ken singt gut.
Ken sing-NONPAST Ken sing-NONPAST well

Russian Ken pojet. Ken pojet khorosho.
Ken sing-IMP-NONPAST Ken sing-IMP-NONPAST well

Note+ IMP � imperfective, NOM � nominative marker, NONPAST � nonpast tense marker, PAST � past tense marker,
PROG � progressive aspect marker+
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Furthermore, although the prototype hypothesis nicely explains the devel-
opmental sequence from prototype to periphery, it does not provide the ulti-
mate causal explanation; that is, the question of where the prototype comes
from still remains ~Shirai & Kurono, 1998!+ Andersen and Shirai ~1994, 1996!
presented a scenario of prototype formation based on input ~the distribu-
tional bias hypothesis!+ They argued that there is a distributional bias in the
linguistic input and that language learners create a prototype from the skewed
input+ In English, for example, the majority of progressive and past markers
are used with activity verbs and achievement verbs, respectively, in utter-
ances addressed to children ~Shirai & Andersen, 1995!+ This might indicate
that children can obtain prototype information from the input+ Similarly, such
distributional bias has been observed in adult-to-adult speech in various lan-
guages ~see Andersen & Shirai, 1996, for a review!+

However, the distributional bias hypothesis might not work for the acqui-
sition of -te i-(ru)+ Shirai ~1995; see also Shirai & Kurono, 1998! analyzed the
utterances that a Japanese NS addressed to L2 learners and showed that -te
i-(ru) was more frequently attached to achievements than activities ~59% vs+
37%!+ Additionally, an analysis of a conversational corpus of Japanese NSs ~Shi-
rai & Nishi, 2005!5 found that -te i-(ru) was used more often with achieve-
ments than activities @60% vs+ 28% out of 518 tokens of -te i-(ru)# +6

Given such a distributional bias, one might speculate that the distribu-
tional bias in the use of Japanese -te i-(ru) might facilitate the acquisition of
resultative state meaning, which is obtained by attaching -te i-(ru) to achieve-
ment verbs, as discussed earlier+ This appears to be the case at least for some
children acquiring Japanese as L1 ~Li & Shirai, 2000; Shirai, 1998b, 2006!, but
not for L2 Japanese+ Most studies of L2 Japanese indicate that the progres-
sive meaning is acquired earlier than the resultative state meaning and that
learners of Japanese tend to associate achievements with -ta ~past form!, which
is congruent with the prediction of the aspect hypothesis7 ~e+g+, Koyama, 2003;
Sheu, 1997; Shibata, 1999, 2000; Shirai & Kurono, 1998; for details, see Li &
Shirai; Shirai, 2002!+ This might call into question the validity of the distribu-
tional bias hypothesis or, alternatively, the representativeness of the data used
for input frequency analyses conducted by Shirai ~1995! and Shirai and Nishi
~2005!, in that they may not reflect the frequency of the forms that individual
learners actually have encountered+

In contrast, a recent study by Ishida ~2004! illustrated the potential effect
of input+ Ishida, who analyzed conversational data from four L2 learners of
Japanese ~L1 English and Chinese!, reported higher accuracy for the result-
ative use of -te i-(ru) over its progressive use, which goes completely against
most previous studies+ As Ishida suggested, this can be attributed to instruc-
tional factors—more specifically, the order of presentation+ Whereas the pro-
gressive meaning is usually introduced earlier than resultative state in Japanese
language textbooks, Ishida’s learners of Japanese were taught the resultative
meaning in the second semester, 4 months earlier than the progressive mean-
ing, which was introduced in the third semester+ It appears that initial expo-
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sure exclusively to the resultative meaning and deprivation of the progressive
meaning for 4 months can result in more accurate production of the result-
ative meaning even long after the progressive meaning is introduced ~the par-
ticipants were tested in their fourth or fifth semester!+ One might speculate
that input frequency can override the universal pattern, but only when it is
extremely skewed+ For example, Lightbown ~1987! observed that the univer-
sal order of morpheme acquisition was violated due to intensive teaching of a
grammatical item ~-ing!+ However, there should be other dominant factors when
input is not extremely skewed+

L1 Influence

Where, then, does the prototype come from for Japanese -te i-(ru)? In the case
of English, the prototype for progressive can be argued to come from a skewed
input distribution, as noted earlier, but this is not very likely for Japanese
because neither activity verbs nor progressive meaning is used more fre-
quently with -te i-(ru) in the input+ Shirai ~2002! suggested that L1 influence
might be the key to the formation of the prototype because most of the stud-
ies on tense-aspect in L2 Japanese investigated learners whose L1 has a pro-
gressive marking ~e+g+, English, Chinese, Korean!+ If the learners map -te i-(ru)
on to the progressive marker in their L1, it is not surprising that the progres-
sive meaning is easier to acquire than the resultative state ~Li & Shirai, 2000;
Shirai & Kurono, 1998!+ Thus, Shirai argued that if the L1 transfer explanation
is valid, learners whose L1 has no progressive marker will not show a prefer-
ence for progressive meaning over resultative meaning+

There are two studies on L2 Japanese that are relevant to Shirai’s pro-
posed test of the L1 transfer explanation for the preponderance of progres-
sive meaning+ Sugaya ~2003! longitudinally investigated a NS of Russian ~L1
nonprogressive! and a NS of Telugu ~L1 progressive!+ The analysis of the inter-
view data revealed that the L1 Telugu learner used progressive meaning ear-
lier than resultative meaning, whereas the L1 Russian learner showed no such
preference and used both meanings frequently early in the language learning
process+

Another relevant study is by Uozumi ~1998!, who analyzed longitudinal oral
production data from a Russian learner enrolled in a 6-month intensive Japa-
nese program+ The data ~interview, story-telling, and role-plays! were col-
lected 3 months after the learner completed the program ~i+e+, in the ninth
month of the learner’s stay in Japan! and every 3 months after that, for a total
of six times+ The results were ambiguous+ In terms of the emergence of -te
i-(ru), progressive meaning emerged earlier ~one token at time 1 and five tokens
at time 2! than resultative meaning, which only appeared at time 3 ~10 tokens!+
However, across all six times, progressive and resultative meanings showed
similar tendencies both in terms of raw frequency ~23 vs+ 26 tokens; type count
not reported8! and accuracy of use ~79+3% vs+ 78+9%!+
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Obviously these two small case studies do not provide a definite answer to
the L1 transfer question+ We need additional controlled investigations to test
whether the presence or absence of a progressive form in the learner’s L1
influences the acquisition pattern+

There are some relevant studies that address the role of L1 in the acquisi-
tion of progressive form beyond L2 Japanese data+ Kleinmann ~1977! investi-
gated two L1 groups of English as a second language ~ESL! learners: L1 Arabic,
which has neither progressive nor passive forms, and L1 Spanish and Portu-
guese, which have both progressive and passive forms+ A L1 effect was found
for passive but not for progressive+ Results from oral tasks showed that with
the progressive form, there was no significant difference between the L1 groups,
whereas with the passive form, the L1 Spanish and Portuguese learners per-
formed significantly better than the L1 Arabic learners+ In a study that inves-
tigated the L2 Italian progressive form, which is optional and more marked
than alternative forms ~simple present or imperfect!, Giacalone-Ramat ~2002!
pointed out that both English ~L1 progressive! and German ~L1 nonprogres-
sive! speakers showed similar behavior and produced only a few progressive
forms+ These studies might indicate that the influence of L1 in the acquisition
of L2 progressive marking is minimal+

On the other hand, Rohde ~1996! found that learners whose L1 lacks the
progressive form showed a developmental pattern for English progressive that
is inconsistent with the aspect hypothesis+ Rohde observed that L1 German
children more often attached -ing to achievements than to activities in English+
Shirai ~2002! suggested that this might be related to the lack of progressive
marking in L1 German+9 Also, Rocca’s ~2002! bidirectional study of L2 English
~L1 Italian! and L2 Italian ~L1 English! learners found evidence for L1 influ-
ence+ Whereas L2 English children often overextended the progressive form
to states, L2 Italian children showed strong association of the imperfective
past ~imperfetto! with activities in Italian+ Rocca attributed the results to dif-
ferent scopes between the Italian imperfective past and the English progres-
sive; that is, because the scope of the former is wider than the latter, L1 Italian
~L2 English! children need to narrow down the scope of the imperfective past+

Although not directly related to the effect of L1 on the acquisition of pro-
gressive marking, Collins ~2002, see also Collins, 1999! presented an impor-
tant hypothesis regarding L1 influence in the acquisition of tense-aspect
morphology+ In contrast to Shirai’s ~2002! strong version of L1 transfer, Col-
lins proposed a weak version+ She argued that L1 influence does not override
the effect of lexical aspect+ Using cloze tasks and preference tasks, she inves-
tigated the use of tense-aspect markers in past time contexts by Francophone
ESL learners, replicating the Bardovi-Harlig and Reynolds ~1995! study that
supported the aspect hypothesis with a mixed L1 group+ The French com-
pound past ~passé composé! is similar in form to the English present perfect,
but its semantic equivalent in English is usually the simple past and, there-
fore, the English present perfect often figures as a competitor for simple past
when French speakers learn English+ However, the results were consistent with
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the aspect hypothesis in that the learners were significantly more successful
in using simple past with telic verbs and struggled with atelic verbs+ Collins
~2002! noted that the effect of the L1 was restricted to the nontarget use of
perfect with telic verbs and that the presence of the French compound past
in learners’ L1 did not change the pattern of acquisition predicted by the aspect
hypothesis+

Collins ~2004! confirmed this minimum transfer view in another study on
English past tense, in which L1 French and L1 Japanese learners were com-
pared+ According to Collins, both groups of learners were more successful at
marking the simple past with telics than with atelics, and Japanese learners—in
spite of the existence of the progressive form in their L1—did not overextend
-ing with activity verbs to past tense contexts+ However, Collins’s observations
of L1 effect were focused on the overextension of progressive marking and did
not test whether there were facilitative effects of L1 progressive marking in the
acquisition of L2 progressive marking+ As Collins pointed out, the existence of
a L2 equivalent aspectual marker in L1 might facilitate the rate of development+

In summary, the question of whether and to what extent a learner’s L1 influ-
ences the acquisition of tense-aspect markers is still an open one+ The present
study directly tests the effect of the L1 in the acquisition of the Japanese aspect
marker -te i-ru, using an acceptability judgment test and an oral picture
description task on two groups of learners—a L1 progressive group ~NSs of
English! and a L1 nonprogressive group ~NSs of German and Slavic languages!+
If only the L1 progressive group shows higher accuracy with progressive state
than resultative state, this supports the L1 transfer explanation+ If there is no
difference between the two groups, it can be concluded that the L1 transfer
effect is minimal, and we need to look for other factors to explain the form-
meaning association predicted by the aspect hypothesis+ Additionally, we also
test part of Andersen and Shirai’s ~1996! prototype hypothesis by investigat-
ing whether there is a spread from prototype to periphery in the acquisition
of the imperfective marker -te i-ru and which alternative forms compete with
-te i-ru+

The hypotheses tested in this study are the following:

1+ The L1 progressive group will show higher accuracy with progressive than result-
ative state meanings of the Japanese imperfective aspect marker -te i-ru, whereas
the L1 nonprogressive group will show no such preference+ ~This hypothesis is
relevant to both the judgment and the oral tasks+!

2+ For progressive meaning, there will be an interaction between inherent aspect and
the use of -te i-ru+ The pattern will be consistent with the prototype hypothesis;
that is, there will be a spread from activity to accomplishment and semelfactive+
~This hypothesis is relevant to the judgment task only+!

3+ There will be an effect of inherent aspect on the learner’s choice of alternative
forms: Learners will more strongly associate past form ~-ta! with achievements
than with other verb types+ ~This hypothesis is relevant to both the judgment and
the oral tasks+!
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METHOD

Participants

There were 80 participants living in the Tokyo metropolitan area: 39 English
NSs and 41 NSs of languages that do not have obligatory progressive mark-
ing ~18 German, 18 Russian, 3 Ukrainian,10 2 Bulgarian!+ They were recruited
through flyers in various public places, including universities, Japanese lan-
guage schools, and student dormitories, as well as through classified ads in
free English papers and on the Internet+ The reward advertised for participa-
tion was monetary compensation ~¥1,000 � $9 at the time of the data col-
lection! and free assessment of their oral proficiency based on the ACTFL Oral
Proficiency Interview ~OPI!, with feedback on their performance+ ~The OPI was
also used to screen the participants to guarantee basic Japanese knowledge,
as reported in detail in the next subsection+!

Additionally, 21 NSs of Japanese provided baseline data for the judgment
test+ They were graduate, undergraduate, and nondegree students of various
majors at a women’s university in Tokyo ~age range � 20–55, mean � 30+2 for
20 Japanese NSs; one person did not report her age!+

Materials and Procedure

Procedure. The data were individually collected in various places, such as
the learner’s home, office, or classroom+ The participants had an OPI, com-
pleted the oral picture description task and the acceptability judgment test,
and, finally, filled out background questionnaires+

The two tasks were not timed+ The oral task took about 10 min to com-
plete, and the judgment test took about 30 min on average+ One of the research-
ers ~the first author! was present throughout the administration+ During the
oral task, the researcher did not provide any vocabulary, even if asked, so as
not to bias participant production+ For the judgment test, the researcher told
the participants to feel free to ask about unfamiliar words in the test items in
order to properly elicit their tense-aspect knowledge and avoid misunderstand-
ing of the test sentences+When asked, the researcher explained words by para-
phrasing in Japanese or by using drawings and gestures+11 Shortly after the
data collection, the participants received feedback on the results of the OPI
and on their general Japanese skills and were given monetary compensation+

Acceptability Judgment Test. The acceptability judgment test was designed
to assess learners’ knowledge of finite verb forms -ru ~nonpast!, -ta ~past!, -te
i-ru ~nonpast imperfective!, and -te i-ta ~past imperfective!+ Each item con-
sisted of a short dialogue with the verb deleted+ The learners were instructed
to circle all appropriate forms from among the four verb forms, as illustrated
in Appendix A+ This was to examine if the learners could appropriately judge
in which context a verb form can or cannot be used+ In other words, the task
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required learners to judge the acceptability of all four choices+ This method,
originally used by Kurono ~1995!, is effective in assessing learners’ ability to
judge each verb form in a short time because they do not need to read the
context sentences four times+ To make sure that participants gave judgments
for each item carefully, we incorporated eight items that each had two cor-
rect target forms, so that the learners would believe that some items had more
than one correct answer+ Otherwise, participants might have decided that there
was only one correct choice for each item+

The judgment test was piloted with 13 NSs of Japanese, none of whom
were in the control group of 21 Japanese NSs mentioned earlier+ The test items
to which more than 20% of the 13 informants did not respond with our
expected response were revised+ The test was also piloted with three learners
of Japanese, and we reworded difficult or unclear expressions that they
indicated+

The sentences were given in Japanese orthography with readings printed
in kana ~phonograms! and kanji ~Chinese characters!+ The motivation for using
a kana version instead of romanization is that if an instructed learner living in
Japan lacks kana knowledge, it is highly likely that he or she is lacking in
even basic Japanese language ability and will not understand the test items
on the whole+ To make sure that the learners understood the meaning of the
sentences, English translations were given for some content words that were
determined to possibly be difficult based on reactions of participants in the
pilot study+12 Both the kana version and the romanized equivalent of a test
question are illustrated in Appendix A+

The test consisted of 61 items, of which 9 items targeted progressive mean-
ing and 9 items targeted resultative state meaning; that is, for these 18 items,
the correct form was -te i-ru ~nonpast imperfective! ~see Table 5, in which these
forms are highlighted!+13 For all of the items on the test, more than 90% of the
controls chose the same verb forms for the correct answer as the research-
ers+ In particular, concerning the items for which progressive and resultative
state meanings were the target, 98% of the NS control responses agreed with
our judgment+

Table 5. Test items

Target contexts Correct forms No+ of items

Simple nonpast -ru 16
Simple past -ta 17
Progressive -te i-ru 9
Resultative state -te i-ru 9
Nonpast habitual -ru / -te i-ru 4
Nonpast habitual -te i-ru 2
Past habitual -ta / -te i-ta 4
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The target verbs for progressive and resultative states are shown in Appen-
dix B+14 Whereas all nine items that targeted resultative meaning had achieve-
ment verbs, there were three items from each of the three inherent aspectual
categories ~activity, accomplishment, and semelfactive! that denoted progres-
sive meaning+ Items with activity and accomplishment verbs appeared in uni-
tary progressive, whereas contexts with semelfactive were iterative progressive
~e+g+, Saru-ga taiko-o tatai-te i-masu “A monkey is beating a drum”!+

Picture Description Task. To examine learners’ ability to use -te i-ru to
denote the progressive and resultative meanings orally, we used two pictures
that are very similar to each other but have many differences in their details
~see Appendix C!+ For example, in one picture, a man is smoking, whereas in
the other, the same man is talking on the phone+ The participants were asked
to describe the differences between the two pictures+ Based on the pilot test,
which was conducted with five Japanese NSs ~who also participated in the
pilot of the judgment test!, the pictures were modified so that they would elicit
an equal number of progressive and resultative state meanings ~about 15 by
type count for each; see Appendix D!+ The learners’ utterances were audio-
recorded and transcribed+

The task was administered in Japanese+ The researcher pointed out to the
participant that there are many differences between the upper and lower pic-
tures and asked the participant to describe the differences+ Each person in
the picture was assigned a name, and participants were asked to use that name
as they described the person+ Participants were also asked to mark each item
on the picture after they described it+ When participants had trouble coming
up with the right words to say and were taking too much time, the researcher
encouraged them to go on to another item+ To elicit the maximum number of
utterances, the researcher pointed to the items that participants had forgot-
ten to comment on and prompted them to produce utterances for those items+

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Nine learners, evaluated as novices on the basis of the OPI, did not take the
acceptability judgment test because it was expected that novice learners would
have difficulty understanding the test sentences+ The judgment test was admin-
istered to 71 intermediate and advanced learners, but the data from 10 learn-
ers were not retained for analysis+ ~Four participants did not complete the
task because of insufficient knowledge of Japanese phonograms, and six par-
ticipants who reported lack of formal L2 instruction were excluded to control
for the variable of classroom instruction+! This resulted in a sample of 61 par-
ticipants: 35 L1 nonprogressive learners ~17 German, 13 Russian, 3 Ukrainian,
2 Bulgarian! and 26 L1 progressive learners ~English!+15 The age range was
19–42 ~mean � 26+5! for the L1 nonprogressive group and 20–53 ~mean � 29+3!
for the L1 progressive group+
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Test of the Equivalence of the L1 Groups

To establish equivalence between the L1 groups, their proficiency in tense-
aspect distinctions was carefully tested+ Because the OPI is not sufficiently
sensitive to learners’ knowledge of tense-aspect morphology, it was neces-
sary to use another measure of proficiency to investigate the relationship
between learners’ level of development and their knowledge of -te i-ru+ For
this purpose, we assigned a score to each student based on his or her appro-
priate judgment of simple past and nonpast for 33 items ~see Table 5!+ This is
similar to the work of Bardovi-Harlig ~1995, 1998! and Collins ~2002!, who used
a suppliance in obligatory context ~SOC! score for past tense context to divide
learners into different proficiency groups+ We did not use the target knowl-
edge ~progressive and resultative score! as a grouping variable because it could
affect the comparison+ The purpose of using the simple past0nonpast score is
that it can reflect the learners’ knowledge of tense-aspect morphology and
indicate that the effect of L1 appears to be minimal, as the learners’ L1s
~English, German, and Slavic! distinguish between past and nonpast+

Participants from each L1 group were then divided into lower or higher
levels, with the median ~29! as the cutoff+ This procedure resulted in four
groups+ Table 6 shows the number of participants, the means, the standard
deviations, and the range of scores for each of the groups+ The higher and
lower groups do not show equivalent score ranges because they were not
equally distributed+ Grouping the participants in this study by equivalent
ranges would result in extreme differences in the numbers of learners per
group+ To allow for meaningful comparisons between L1 groups, we, instead,
grouped them into balanced cell sizes, following Collins ~2002!+ For both higher
and lower level groups, t-tests did not reveal a significant difference between
the L1 groups ~higher: p � +459; lower: p � +456!+ Therefore, the two L1 groups—
both at the higher and lower levels—can be considered homogeneous+16

Although we treated L1 German and Slavic learners in one group due to
the fact that these languages use zero marking to describe action in progress,
it could be the case that the difference between their aspect systems affects

Table 6. Judgment test: Scores on simple nonpast
and past contexts

Group M SD Range

L1 nonprogressive
Higher ~n � 15! 31+67 0+82 30–33
Lower ~n � 20! 25+20 2+82 19–29

L1 progressive
Higher ~n � 12! 31+33 0+65 30–32
Lower ~n � 14! 26+14 2+60 20–29
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the results+ To test this possibility, we also examined whether there was a
difference between L1 German and L1 Slavic learners+ Three-way repeated-
measures ANOVAs with contexts ~progressive vs+ resultative! as the within-
subject factor and level ~higher vs+ lower! and L1 ~German vs+ Slavic! as
between-subject factors were performed for the L1 nonprogressive group; these
analyses did not show an effect of L1 ~German vs+ Slavic! on either the judg-
ment test ~p � +270! or the oral task ~p � +356!+

Acceptability Judgment Test

To test each research hypothesis, we analyzed ~a! the use of imperfective form
in progressive and resultative state contexts, ~b! the use of imperfective form
in each of the three aspectual categories with progressive meaning, and ~c!
the alternative forms that the learners supplied in the target contexts in place
of the imperfective+

The Effect of L1: Accuracy of Imperfective Form in Progressive and
Resultative Contexts. The first analysis compared the distribution of the
appropriate use of imperfective form in progressive and resultative state con-
texts ~i+e+, where the correct form is -te i-ru and the intended meanings are
progressive and resultative, respectively!+ Table 7 shows the means and stan-
dard deviations of the score in each context+

A three-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed the main effect of level
~higher vs+ lower!, F~1, 57!� 30+183, p , +05, and an interaction between level
and context ~progressive vs+ resultative!, F~1, 57! � 8+611, p , +05, but the
other interactions and the effect of L1 were not significant17 ~see Figure 1!+
Post hoc analysis of the simple main effect revealed that at the lower level,
the simple main effect of context was significant, F~1, 33! � 38+25, p , +05,
ES � 0+88, whereas at the higher level, there was no significant effect of con-
text+ This means that lower level learners have more difficulty with result-

Table 7. Judgment test: Accuracy scores for progressive
and resultative contexts

Progressive Resultative state

Group M SD M SD

L1 nonprogressive
Higher ~n � 15! 8+53 0+64 8+27 0+96
Lower ~n � 20! 7+65 1+50 6+10 1+97

L1 progressive
Higher ~n � 12! 8+75 0+62 8+42 1+16
Lower ~n � 14! 7+50 1+22 6+07 1+94
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ative state meaning, whereas higher level learners can handle both the
progressive and resultative meanings equally well+ Additionally, because a ceil-
ing effect might be a source of the nonsignificance, we also ran McNemar tests
comparing the number of learners in the higher level groups who did not make
any errors ~i+e+, perfect score! between progressive and resultative contexts,
which yielded no significant difference ~p � +508!+

Although there was no difference between the two meanings in the accep-
tance scores of the correct response of -te i-ru for the higher level learners, a
different analysis revealed a significant difference between progressive and
resultative meanings+18 Because there was more than one correct response
for some items ~see Table 5!, learners occasionally chose more than one choice
as correct, sometimes erroneously ~i+e+, they accepted incorrect responses as
correct!+ Thus, we calculated the total number of inappropriate choices erro-
neously accepted by the participants as a measure of accuracy to test whether
any effect of L1 or context ~progressive vs+ resultative! is found ~illustrated
later in Figures 2a and 2b!+ A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed an
effect of context, F~1, 25! � 17+21, p , +05, but not an effect of L1 ~p � +330!+
This indicates that even high proficiency learners had more difficulty reject-
ing the alternate forms in resultative contexts+

To summarize, the L1 progressive and nonprogressive groups showed sim-
ilar results in their scores for the two meanings of -te i-ru+ Regardless of L1,
the learners responded more appropriately to progressive than to resultative
meaning+

The Effect of Verb Types in Progressive Contexts. The second analysis
examined the effect of inherent aspect of verbs in progressive contexts, com-

Figure 1. Judgment test: Accuracy scores for progressive and result-
ative contexts+
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paring the scores of items with three aspectual categories of verbs: activity,
accomplishment, and semelfactive+ Table 8 shows the means and standard
deviations+

Because a number of participants scored the full number of points ~3!, we
applied nonparametric tests to the analysis+ According to the number of appro-
priate uses of each verb type, participants were divided into two groups: those
who scored the full points ~3! and those who did not+ Fisher’s exact test ~two-
tailed! revealed no significant difference between the two L1 groups for all
verb types, either at the lower level or at the higher level ~see Table 9!+

To examine the effect of verb type, we combined the scores of the two L1
groups and performed Cochran’s Q-test+ At the lower level, the ratio of those
who scored full points ~3! versus those who did not ~0–2! is 29:5 for activity
verbs, 17:17 for accomplishment verbs, and 20:14 for semelfactive, which
revealed a significant difference ~p, +05, two-tailed!+ In contrast, at the higher
level there was no significant difference between verb types, with ratios of
26:1 for activity verbs, 25:2 for accomplishment verbs, and 21:6 for semelfac-
tive ~p � +072, two-tailed!+ That is, the lower level learners found it more dif-
ficult to attach -te i-ru to accomplishment and semelfactive than activity verbs,
but the higher level learners were able to handle them equally well+

In summary, the results show that for the low-level groups, the effect of
inherent aspect is clear: It is easier to judge progressive use correctly for activ-
ities than for accomplishments or semalfactives, regardless of L1+ For the high-
level groups, an effect of verb types is not found+

Distribution of Alternatives to Imperfective Form. The third analysis
looked at the distribution of the alternative responses to the same items, where
-te i-ru ~nonpast imperfective! was the target, including the three forms -ru ~non-
past!, -ta ~past!, and -te i-ta ~past imperfective!+ Figures 2a and 2b show the
frequency of choices for each context; responses reveal that the distribution
of alternatives was different depending on the context+ For progressive con-
text ~activity, accomplishment, and semelfactive!, infrequent use was observed

Table 8. Judgment test: Accuracy scores for the imperfective aspect with
progressive meaning by verb types

Activity Accomplishment Semelfactive

Group M SD M SD M SD

L1 nonprogressive
Higher ~n � 15! 2+93 0+26 3+00 0+00 2+60 0+63
Lower ~n � 20! 2+80 0+52 2+40 0+60 2+45 0+94

L1 progressive
Higher ~n � 12! 3+00 0+00 2+83 0+39 2+92 0+29
Lower ~n � 14! 2+86 0+36 2+57 0+51 2+07 1+00
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for the alternative forms, mostly less than one ~out of nine; see Figure 2a!,
whereas for resultative state context ~achievement!, past form -ta was domi-
nant in all groups ~see Figure 2b!+ The third research hypothesis was sup-
ported in that there was an effect of inherent aspect on the learners’ choice
of alternative forms: Learners more strongly associated past form ~-ta!, rather
than other alternatives, with resultative ~achievement!+

To summarize, the results from the judgment test support the aspect
hypothesis in that the nonpast imperfective -te i-ru used with progressive mean-
ing was strongly associated with activity verbs at the lower level, and the past
marker was associated with achievement for both levels+ The results also
showed that the effect of L1 was almost nonexistent, which suggests that the
aspect hypothesis might hold regardless of learners’ L1+

Picture Description Task. The picture description task was completed by
80 learners; however, to enable comparisons with the judgment test perfor-
mance, we analyzed the data only from the learners who were included in the
analysis of the judgment test+ Two learners from the L1 nonprogressive group

Table 9. Judgment test: L1 group comparisons for lower level and higher
level L1 groups

Score Comparison:

Verb type 3 0–2 Fisher’s exact test ~two-tailed!

Lower Level Groups
Activity

L1 nonprogressive 17 3 p � 1+000, n.s+
L1 progressive 12 2

Accomplishment
L1 nonprogressive 9 11 p � +728, n.s+
L1 progressive 8 6

Semelfactive
L1 nonprogressive 14 6 p � +163, n.s+
L1 progressive 6 8

Higher Level Groups
Activity

L1 nonprogressive 14 1 p � 1+000, n.s.
L1 progressive 12 0

Accomplishment
L1 nonprogressive 15 0 p � +188, n.s+
L1 progressive 10 2

Semelfactive
L1 nonprogressive 10 5 p � +182, n.s+
L1 progressive 11 1

Note+ The number of participants who scored the full points ~3! versus those who did not score the full points ~0–2!+
*p , +05+
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~one German and one Russian learner, both from the lower level group! were
excluded because of a failure in recording+ This resulted in 33 L1 nonprogres-
sive learners ~16 German, 12 Russian, 3 Ukrainian, 2 Bulgarian! and 26 L1 pro-
gressive learners ~L1 English!+19

We first extracted all finite verb tokens in the matrix clause and coded them
for their target contexts ~i+e+, progressive and resultative state meanings! and
their morphological forms ~e+g+, -ru, -ta, -te i-ru!+20 The total number of verbs was
873 for progressive context and 1088 for resultative state context+

Figure 2. Judgment test: Distribution of alternative responses in ~a! pro-
gressive context and ~b! resultative context+
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Using the linguistic tests for inherent aspectual categorization used by Shi-
rai and Kurono ~1998!, we categorized all verb tokens used in resultative state
and progressive contexts+ It turned out that all resultative contexts involved
achievement verbs, and that all progressive contexts involved activity, with
the only exception being one state verb ~two tokens! in a progressive context+
This means that we can safely assume that as far as the analysis of the oral
task is concerned, the comparison of two meanings ~progressive vs+ result-
ative state! can be equated with the comparison of two lexical aspect classes
~activity vs+ achievement!+

The Effect of L1: Accuracy of Imperfective Form in Progressive and
Resultative Contexts. The first analysis compared SOC scores for progres-
sive and resultative state contexts ~i+e+, where the correct form is -te i-ru and
the intended meanings are progressive or resultative!+ Targetlike use analysis
was not used because there was no overuse of the -te i-ru form+ Appropriate
attempts at nonpast imperfective included both targetlike uses ~e+g+, megane
o kake-te i-ru “is wearing glasses,” resultative! and nontargetlike uses, includ-
ing inflectional errors ~e+g+, *sui-te i-ru for sut-te i-ru “is smoking”! and misuse
of transitive verbs instead of intransitive verbs ~e+g+, ake-te i-ru for ai-te i-ru “is
open”!+ There were four types of inappropriate alternative form: nonpast -ru,
past -ta, past imperfective -te i-ta, and a resultative state construction -te a-ru
that describes a state caused by an intended action and is normally used only
with transitive verbs ~e+g+, *sin-de aru for sin-de i-ru “is dead”!+ The details of
the alternative verbal forms used by the learners are reported in the next
subsection+

Table 10 shows average token and type frequency of appropriate and in-
appropriate use produced by each learner in each context+ It is worth noting
that there are large differences between token and type counts, especially in
the appropriate use of resultative state contexts but not in that of progres-

Table 10. Oral task: Distribution of responses

Progressive Resultative state

Appropriate Inappropriate Appropriate Inappropriate

Group Token Type Token Type Token Type Token Type

L1 nonprogressive
Higher ~n � 15! 14+1 13+0 0+2 0+2 18+5 12+9 1+2 1+1
Lower ~n � 18! 10+3 9+3 3+6 3+3 12+3 8+6 4+4 3+7

L1 progressive
Higher ~n � 12! 16+0 14+8 0+1 0+1 19+1 13+9 0+7 0+7
Lower ~n � 14! 14+1 13+1 1+2 1+2 13+7 9+7 4+4 3+6

Note+ Average token0type frequency of appropriate and inappropriate use+
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sive contexts+ Taking the low-level group of L1 progressive as an example, the
average appropriate use of -te i-ru in progressive contexts is 14+1 by token
count and 13+1 by type count, whereas in resultative state, the average appro-
priate use is 13+7 by token but only 9+7 by type+ This means that learners tended
to repeatedly use the same verbs for resultative state contexts+ For example,
one learner from the lower level L1 progressive group used tat-te i-ru “is stand-
ing” six times and suwat-te i-ru “is sitting” three times @out of 24 tokens of
resultative -te i-ru that he used# + It appears that this learner relied heavily on
particular expressions of resultative state, which might skew the comparison
of the two meanings of -te i-ru+ Therefore, we chose to use type analysis rather
than token analysis as a measure of productive control of -te i-ru+

Table 11 shows the means and the standard deviations of the score in each
context+ Because a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a triple inter-
action, F~1, 55! � 4+305, p , +05, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was
conducted for each level+21 For the lower level groups, an interaction between
L1 ~L1 progressive vs+ L1 nonprogressive! and contexts ~progressive vs+ result-
ative! was significant, F~1, 30! � 4+591, p , +05+ Post hoc analysis of simple
main effect revealed that for the L1 progressive group, the simple main effect
of context was significant, F~1, 13! � 11+068, p , +05, ES � 0+71, whereas for
the L1 nonprogressive group, there was no significant effect of context, p �
+668 ~see Figure 3!+ For the higher level groups, a two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA revealed a significant effect of context, F~1, 25! � 9+320, p , +05, ES �
0+63, but not of the L1, p � +350+ This means that the presence or absence of
progressive markers in the learner’s L1 affected the lower level learners but
not the higher level learners+ Additionally, because a ceiling effect might be a
source of the nonsignificance, we also ran nonparametric tests for the higher
level groups by comparing the number of learners who did not make any errors
in the oral task+ This confirmed the patterns of parametric analysis; that is,
there is no difference due to L1 ~Fisher’s exact test, p � 1+00 for progressive
contexts, p � +252 for resultative contexts!, but a significant difference due to
context ~McNemar test, p , +05!+

Table 11. Oral task: SOC scores for progressive and
resultative contexts ~%!

Progressive Resultative state

Group M SD M SD

L1 nonprogressive
Higher ~n � 15! 97+9 6+6 91+7 11+3
Lower ~n � 18! 74+1 33+2 72+2 23+8

L1 progressive
Higher ~n � 12! 99+4 2+0 95+3 9+1
Lower ~n � 14! 91+1 24+4 71+8 27+7
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To summarize, the results of the oral task differed from that of the judg-
ment test in that there was a triple interaction among L1, levels, and contexts+
For the lower level groups, L1 nonprogressive learners did not show any pref-
erence for either of the two meanings of -te i-ru, whereas L1 progressive learn-
ers found progressive contexts easier+ In contrast, the higher level learners of
both L1 groups had more difficulty with resultative state meaning+

Distribution of Alternatives to Imperfective Form

The last analysis looked at the distribution of the alternative forms that the
learners produced for each context in which they did not use the target form
-te i-ru ~nonpast imperfective!+ Figure 4a shows that for progressive contexts,
the nonpast form -ru was mostly used as an alternative, and this is conspicu-
ous for L1 nonprogressive learners at lower level proficiency ~25+9%!+ There-
fore, the significant difference between the two L1 groups found in the
preceding analysis seems largely due to the overuse of nonpast form by Ger-
man and Slavic speakers whose L1s do not have an obligatory progressive
form, which suggests a strong effect of L1 influence+

As Figure 4b shows, for resultative state meaning, the predominant alter-
native was the past form -ta, and this trend is particularly strong for lower
level learners+ This is consistent with the aspect hypothesis because, as men-
tioned previously, all resultative contexts are described by achievement verbs,
which are predicted to be associated with past tense inflections, especially at
early stages+

Figure 3. Oral task: SOC scores for progressive and resultative contexts+
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DISCUSSION

Answers to the Research Hypotheses

The two tasks reported in this article set out to test three hypotheses: ~a!
The presence or absence of a progressive marker in the learner’s L1 will influ-
ence the acquisition of the two basic meanings ~progressive and resultative

Figure 4. Oral task: Distribution of inappropriate responses in ~a! progres-
sive contexts and ~b! resultative contexts+
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states! of -te i-ru, ~b! there will be interaction between inherent aspect and
use of -te i-ru when it is used for progressive meaning, and ~c! there will be an
effect of inherent aspect on the learner’s choice of alternative forms+

The major results of the two tasks are summarized in Table 12+ As the table
shows, most learners generally found progressive meaning easier than result-
ative meaning, consistent with previous studies+ However, there is one cell
~highlighted in the table! where there is no significant difference: lower level
learners in the L1 nonprogressive group in the oral production task+ How can
we account for this finding?

Regarding the first hypothesis—the effect of the L1—it was found that the
L1 does have an effect on the acquisition of the two meanings ~progressive
and resultative states! of -te i-ru+ For the lower level groups in the oral task,
only the L1 progressive group showed higher accuracy for progressive, whereas
the L1 nonprogressive group did not+ This clearly shows that there is an effect
of L1+ However, this does not mean that the present study supports Shirai’s
strong version of L1 transfer+ Shirai ~2002, also Shirai & Kurono, 1998! pro-
posed that if L1 transfer is the key to the early acquisition of progressive mean-
ing for the Japanese imperfective marker -te i-(ru), learners without progressive
marking in their L1 should not show such a tendency and both progressive
and resultative will develop at the same time+ This hypothesis was only sup-
ported for the lower level learners in the oral task+ None of the other compar-
isons between the two L1 groups showed a significant difference+ In particular,
Shirai’s L1 transfer hypothesis cannot explain the fact that even for the L1
nonprogressive group, progressive was easier ~for the lower and higher level
groups in the judgment test and the higher level group in the oral task!+ There-
fore, an alternative explanation needs to be sought to account for the relative
ease of progressive meaning+

The second hypothesis—whether the acquisition of the progressive mean-
ing of the -te i-ru form is governed by inherent aspect, showing a spread from
the prototype to nonprototypes—was clearly answered+ In the judgment test,
learners had a significantly higher score for activities plus -te i-ru than accom-
plishments or semelfactives, although in all of these cases, the meaning
denoted is progressive+ This clearly shows that learners are not only sensi-

Table 12. Comparison of accuracy scores between progressive and
resultative meanings

Measure Group
English:

L1 progressive
German0Slavic:

L1 nonprogressive

Judgment test High Progressive � resultative Progressive � resultative
Low Progressive . resultative Progressive . resultative

Oral task High Progressive . resultative Progressive . resultative
Low Progressive . resultative Progressive � resultative
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tive to the meaning that -te i-ru denotes ~i+e+, progressive vs+ resultative! but
also to the inherent aspect of the verbs+

Regarding the third hypothesis—the analysis of the competitors of imper-
fective -te i-ru—the judgment test revealed that for achievement, the past tense
form -ta was dominantly chosen, whereas other verb classes ~activity, accom-
plishment, and semelfactive! showed no such dominant alternate+ Also, in the
oral task, the most predominant competitor of -te i-ru for achievements was
the past tense -ta+ This response pattern for -ta in two studies constitutes clear
support for the aspect hypothesis+

The results summarized here support the validity of Smith’s five-category
system+ Semelfactive is categorized as achievement in Vendler’s four-way clas-
sification, but it differs from the rest of the achievement category in that semel-
factives do not have end points ~i+e+, they are atelic!, and this difference did
affect the learners’ choices of aspectual form+ This suggests that the five-way
classification is more sensitive to learner data than the four-category system
that is dominant in current aspect hypothesis research+

Toward an Explanation of the Initial Form-Meaning Mapping

Why Is L1 Transfer Observed Only in the Oral Task? In the oral picture
description task, although the L1 nonprogressive learners at the higher level
and the L1 progressive learners predominantly associated the Japanese imper-
fective aspect marker with activity verbs ~denoting progressive!, the lower
proficiency L1 nonprogressive learners did not show any such preference+ That
is, the results from the oral task do not support Collins’s ~2002! finding that
L1 influence does not override the effect of lexical aspect+ However, it was
found that L1 transfer was evident only in the oral production task, not in the
judgment task+ How can we interpret the discrepancy between the two tasks?

The effect of task variation in the acquisition of tense-aspect was already
reported elsewhere ~e+g+, Bardovi-Harlig, 199822!, but here we need to focus
on the interaction of task and L1 influence+ The explanation for this phenom-
enon might be found in theoretical discussions of L1 transfer—in particular,
those that consider transfer in declarative and procedural knowledge+ Declar-
ative knowledge refers to “knowing that” and procedural knowledge refers to
“knowing how” ~Anderson, 1980, p+ 223!+ The contents of declarative knowl-
edge can typically be described and might be acquired quickly, whereas pro-
cedural knowledge is the ability to perform automatically and is acquired
gradually ~O’Malley & Chamot, 1990!+ A classroom learner who has declara-
tive knowledge about the distinction between -ru and -te i-ru as a result of
instruction might not be able to consistently distinguish them in conversa-
tion because applying declarative knowledge is a slow process+ In contrast,
the same learner might rapidly process obligatorily marked aspectual distinc-
tion in his or her own native language using L1 procedural knowledge+ Möhle
and Raupach ~1989! suggested that there is very little transfer in declarative
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knowledge, but that the L1 is more likely to influence L2 procedural knowl-
edge because L1 knowledge can be regarded mainly as procedural ~see also
Odlin, 2003!+ Shirai ~1992! also argued that learners tend to rely on automa-
tized knowledge—a notion similar to proceduralized knowledge—when they
confront tasks beyond their capacity+ According to Shirai, the automatized
knowledge available for L2 learners is either interlanguage knowledge that has
become automatic or L1 knowledge+

This theory of automatized knowledge might explain why the lower profi-
ciency learners of the L1 nonprogressive group performed equally for progres-
sive and resultative meanings in the oral task+ They had neither L1 procedural
knowledge nor sufficient L2 procedural knowledge, whereas the L1 progres-
sive groups could use their L1 procedural knowledge for progressive mean-
ing+ Because the interlanguage knowledge of the higher proficiency learners
had become more automatized, the influence of the L1 was not found+ This
also explains Sugaya’s ~2003! evidence against the universal pattern ~in that
the learner did not show early acquisition of progressive meaning! because it
came from spontaneous oral production data from a novice Russian learner
~L1 nonprogressive!+ It appears that L1 influence in the domain of tense-
aspect is only evident in tasks for which procedural knowledge is required
and at early stages of acquisition+

However, due to the fact that the participants in this study were intermedi-
ate and advanced learners, we could not capture the beginning stage+ It is
possible that less advanced learners would show the effect of L1 even on tasks
with no time pressure+ Alternatively, a number of studies showed that L1 influ-
ence is developmentally constrained in that it only occurs when the learner
has reached a particular stage ~Collins, 2002; Wode, 1978; Zobl, 1980!+ If this is
the case for the acquisition of -te i-(ru), L1 progressive learners and L1 non-
progressive learners might show the same pattern at the beginning stage, when
they cannot handle verbal inflection well+ Further investigation should include
novice learners and examine how L1 works along developmental stages+

Why Is Progressive Meaning Generally Easier? Given that the claim of
an L1 effect is partially valid, we still need to explain why L2 learners of
Japanese—even those whose L1 does not have a progressive marker—generally
find progressive meaning easier+ In other words, we need to ask: Where do
the prototypes ~achievement for past and activity for progressive! come from?
Shirai and Kurono ~1998! discussed various possible reasons for the early
acquisition of progressive meaning over resultative state in the acquisition of
-te i-(ru)+

One possible reason they mentioned is the effect of L1 transfer+ However,
the present results suggest that L1 transfer cannot be the whole story because
even the L1 nonprogressive learners found progressive meaning easier in most
cases ~i+e+, the lower level learners in the judgment task and the higher level
learners in both tasks!, nor can input frequency ~the distributional bias hypoth-
esis; Andersen & Shirai, 1994! fully explain the results obtained in this study
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because Japanese NSs appear to use the resultative state meaning more
often than the progressive meaning ~Shirai & Nishi, 2005!+ What other factors,
then, contribute to learners’ form-meaning mapping in the acquisition of
tense-aspect?

The most plausible explanation invokes the functioning of cognitive mech-
anisms, such as the one-to-one principle ~Andersen, 1984!, which states that
language learners generally prefer to assign one meaning to one form+ As Shi-
rai and Kurono ~1998; see also Shirai, 1993! suggested, the initial restriction of
-te i-(ru) to action in progress meaning might be due to the existence of the
alternative forms -ta and -te-a-(ru) in Japanese to refer to result state+23 As-
suming that learners of Japanese encountered multiple meanings of -te i-(ru)
~progressive, resultative, perfect, and habitual! in the input, the progressive
meaning would compete with the resultative state because these two mean-
ings are the most frequent in discourse ~Shirai & Nishi, 2005!+ Even so, the
fact that -te i-(ru) is obligatory for referring to action in progress facilitates
the connection between the -te i-(ru) form and progressive meaning, and there
appears to be no obvious contender in Japanese to denote action in progress+
On the other hand, the resultative state has various competitors that can
denote similar meanings—for example, there might be confusion between -te
i-(ru), -ta, and -te a-(ru) because of their similarity in semantic scope+ In par-
ticular, -ta is a dominant competitor and is sometimes used to refer to result-
ative perfect+ For example, Shirai ~1993! reported that a Japanese child said
tui-ta “attached” to refer to the state in which something dirty was on his
father’s face, whereas an adult NS of Japanese would use -te i-ru ~tui-te i-ru)+
Thus, we suggest that the main reason why most learners of Japanese, regard-
less of L1, find progressive meaning of -te i-(ru) easier than its resultative mean-
ing is the easier form-function mapping as a result of the one-to-one form-
function mapping principle+

Additionally, as the results of the lower level English NSs in the oral task
indicate, an obligatory progressive marker in the L1 appears to contribute to
ease of progressive use of -te i-(ru)+ This explanation is also consistent with
the observation in the judgment test that the higher level groups performed
equally well in judging progressive and resultative meanings, at least in the
initial analysis+ Because their level of acquisition was quite high, they had
probably already passed the stage of one-to-one mapping and moved on to
the level where they can handle one-to-many mappings+ This was not the case
in the oral task, probably because the task required relatively automatized
control of the aspectual form and, thus, even the higher level learners found
the resultative meaning to be more difficult+

Is the Progressive Advantage Universal? Having accepted that progres-
sive meaning of -te i-(ru) is generally easier, we should also keep in mind that
this advantage of progressive meaning over resultative meaning might not hold
universally in all learning situations+ Rather, we should treat the progressive
advantage that stems from simple form-meaning mapping in the use of -te-i-
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(ru) as one factor among many—although it is a strong one inherent in the
organization of the Japanese aspectual system+ This is because such a pro-
gressive advantage can be overridden if other factors are dominant+ As the
oral task shows, the lower level learners without progressive marking in their
L1 did not show any progressive advantage+ Furthermore, as mentioned ear-
lier, Ishida’s ~2004! conversational data from L1 progressive learners ~English
and Chinese! showed higher accuracy for resultative use of -te i-(ru) over its
progressive use, which contradicts the findings of most previous studies ~e+g+,
Shirai, 2002; Shirai & Kurono, 1998!+

It is noteworthy that all of the counterevidence to the progressive advan-
tage in the Japanese data comes from oral production data ~i+e+, Ishida, 2004;
Sugaya, 2003!+ This task variation appears to be congruent with findings from
L2 English+ Shirai’s ~2004! comprehensive review of tense-aspect acquisition
in L2 English pointed out that studies using production data, whether oral or
written, did not always follow the prediction of the aspect hypothesis in that
for some studies, the effect of inherent lexical aspect was strongest not at the
beginning stage but at the intermediate level+ Shirai attributed the deviation
to the use of rote-learned forms in production data+ That is to say, when pushed
to perform beyond their capacity, L2 learners at lower proficiency levels might
haphazardly produce high-frequency forms before the actual relationship
between the morphological form and its meaning is acquired+24 Shirai further
argued that the results from paper-and-pencil tests ~e+g+, rational cloze, accept-
ability judgment! might reflect the learners’ semantic representations of tense-
aspect morphology more directly because in paper-and-pencil tests, it is less
likely that rote-learned forms are produced without knowledge of the seman-
tics of the morphological forms+

The use of rote-learned forms might have affected the current Japanese
data as well+ In this study, the only group that showed no progressive advan-
tage was the L1 nonprogressive low-level learners on the oral task+ This group
perhaps produced rote-learned forms they encountered often ~e+g+, tat-te i-ru
“is standing”!, resulting in no advantage of progressive meaning, whereas in
other cases, their semantic representation was reflected in the higher accu-
racy scores for progressive meaning+ Although the role of rote learning is an
important issue in the area of the acquisition of tense-aspect ~Bardovi-Harlig,
2002a; Housen, 2002; Shirai, 2004!, its effect remains unclear thus far and mer-
its further research+

CONCLUSION

In this study, we attempted to test the effect of inherent aspect and the learn-
er’s L1 on the acquisition of the Japanese imperfective aspect marker through
two controlled experiments+ Our findings suggest that the effect of L1 might
contribute to the formation of acquisition patterns predicted by the aspect
hypothesis but that this acquisition might be mediated by task type and L2
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proficiency+ The results of the acceptability judgment test from the L1 progres-
sive and nonprogressive groups support the aspect hypothesis in that the
imperfective marker was strongly associated with activity verbs at the earlier
stage of acquisition+ However, the results from the oral task showed a discrep-
ancy in the prediction+ In the oral task, the L1 nonprogressive learners with
higher proficiency and all L1 progressive learners ~regardless of proficiency!
predominantly associated the Japanese imperfective aspect marker with activ-
ity verbs, but the lower level L1 nonprogressive learners did not show any
such preference+ This suggests that the effect of L1 is valid when L2 proce-
dural knowledge is insufficient, but it does not work at later stages or for tasks
for which procedural knowledge is not required+

This is a significant contribution toward an explanation of the acquisition
pattern posited by the aspect hypothesis+ Based on our study, we can safely
conclude that there is L1 transfer to some degree but that it is not the key
determinant of the observed pattern in form-meaning association in the acqui-
sition of tense-aspect markers+

Apart from the effect of L1, we discussed various possibilities for the
observed acquisition patterns+ Distributional bias, which Andersen and Shirai
~1994! offered as an important explanation, does not appear to work for Jap-
anese+ Currently, we assume that the one-to-one mapping that learners prefer
to make in grammar acquisition is the key to the explanation for the ease of
progressive meaning in the acquisition of -te i-(ru)+ This will be further medi-
ated by other factors, such as the elicitation procedure ~as in the present study!
or input distribution ~Ishida, 2004!+ A full understanding of the interaction of
various factors waits to be established through future studies+

One final issue that we need to address in order to answer the question of
where the prototypes come from is the possible role of a universal predispo-
sition ~Slobin, 1985! or an innate mechanism ~Bickerton, 1981! in the acquisi-
tion of grammatical functors+ Slobin and Bickerton both presupposed that
learners look for some grammaticizable notions with special privileged status
and map grammatical morphemes onto such special notions—in this case,
notions such as punctuality, or telicity, or the lack thereof+25 For example, in
the context of past tense acquisition, Bickerton claimed that learners try to
mark punctuality ~in our terms, telicity! by means of a past tense marker even
though in the adult target language, it marks past tense+ By extension, in the
context of Japanese, children will use -ta to mark telicity and -te i-(ru) to mark
the lack of telicity+ The answer to this question has to come from the L1 acqui-
sition of Japanese; however, the issue is not yet settled because some Japa-
nese children do not show early acquisition of progressive meaning ~Shirai,
1993, 1998b, 2006!+

Is such a universal predisposition at work in L2 acquisition? If it is, then it
nicely explains the observation that regardless of the learner’s L1 and regard-
less of input frequency, L2 learners of Japanese prefer to assign progressive
meaning rather than resultative meaning to its imperfective marker+ However,
it is clearly at odds with Ishida’s ~2004! study, in which learners had more
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difficulty with progressive meaning than with resultative meaning+ Because
this preference can be explained by the learner’s tendency to form one-to-one
mapping—as argued in this article—for the sake of parsimony, we will not
resort to such an explanation+

~Received 10 May 2006!

NOTES

1+ To be more precise, more marked cases of futurate ~e+g+, we are leaving tonight! and habitual
~e+g+, I’m going to school by bicycle these days! can be used for any of these verb types+

2+ The difference between past -ta and resultative -te i-ru can be explained as follows: Whereas
oti-ta “The ball fell0has fallen” views the action as a whole and focuses on the fact that the ball fell,
oti-te i-ru “The ball has fallen ~and it is there!” focuses on the duration of state after the action+

3+ Although German has periphrastic forms to denote progressive meanings, they are optional
and are used sparingly; therefore, it is more common to use the simple present form to refer to
action in progress+ For further details of progressive marking in German, see Ebert ~2000!+ The aspec-
tual system in Russian is discussed in detail in Smith ~1991!; the aspectual systems in Ukrainian and
Bulgarian are very similar to that of Russian, and progressive markings are essentially the same in
these two languages as in Russian ~see Pugh & Press, 1999, for Ukrainian, and Slabakova, 1997, for
Bulgarian!+

4+ The prototype hypothesis differs from the aspect hypothesis in that it involves both lexical
aspectual categories and semantic meanings ~e+g+, action in progress, habitual! that the form denotes
~Andersen & Shirai, 1996; Shirai, 1991; Shirai & Andersen, 1995!+ For example, Andersen & Shirai
predicted that habitual use of the progressive marker is more difficult than progressive use+ In con-
trast, the aspect hypothesis is exclusively concerned with lexical aspect+ In the context of the present
article, however, they essentially make the same predictions+

5+ The corpus used by Shirai and Nishi ~2005! consists of various situations with various par-
ticipants that a housewife encountered at home and in the community, such as family conversation
at mealtime, routine dialogues at shops, and cooking class+

6+ As a reviewer pointed out, across-category analyses are sensitive to the number of tokens
~Bardovi-Harlig, 2002b!, and it might be the case that within-category analysis shows a different
picture+ However, it is not possible to compare them, due to the fact that Shirai and Nishi ~2005! did
not provide information regarding inflected forms other than -te i-(ru)+

7+ Strictly speaking, progressive meaning is also obtained in combination with accomplishment
and semelfactive verbs+ However, most studies that used elicitation tasks used mostly activity verbs
to yield action in progress, and, therefore, when a study found progressive meaning to be easier
than resultative meaning, it means that the association between -te i-(ru) and activity verbs is
observed+ For details of these L2 Japanese studies, see Shirai ~2002!+

8+ This only includes correct use, but even if incorrect uses are included, the trend is the same
~29 vs+ 33 tokens!+

9+ Bardovi-Harlig ~2000! pointed out that a within-category analysis of Rohde’s data revealed
findings different from the original ~across-category! analysis by Rohde; that is, achievements were
mostly used with past morphology and activities with progressive+

10+ The Ukrainian learners were balanced bilinguals of Russian and Ukrainian+
11+ There were several times when the target verbs figured in the unfamiliar vocabulary ~about

10 times in total!+ Because the researcher’s use of specific tense-aspect forms could influence the
learners’ choices, the target verbs were explained by gestures and were never pronounced except
in unmarked -ru form+

12+ Most participants in the L1 nonprogressive group had a good command of English and, there-
fore, had no difficulty understanding English translations+

13+ To examine whether the learners could use the imperfective form productively, 33 items for
which the target forms were simple nonpast and simple past were included in the test+ The results
from the analysis of productivity will be reported in a separate article+

14+ To make sure that the test items are easily understandable, the target verbs were chosen
from Minna no Nihongo “Japanese for everyone” volumes 1 and 2 ~3A Corporation, 1998a, 1998b!,
popular Japanese textbooks for beginners+ For the two verbs that are absent in the textbooks—tiru
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“to fall” and tataku “to beat”—extra care was taken to present them in easy-to-understand situations
such as Sakura-no hana-ga tit-te i-masu “Cherry blossoms are falling,” and Saru-ga taiko-o tatai-te i-masu
“A monkey is beating a drum+”

15+ Details of 61 participants’ OPI ratings are as follows: In the L1 nonprogressive group, 17 par-
ticipants were evaluated as intermediate and 18 as advanced+ In the L1 progressive group, 13 were
rated as intermediate and 13 as advanced+ Both L1 groups were distributed from intermediate-low
to advanced-high+ It was not possible to conduct an OPI for one learner in the L1 nonprogressive
group due to scheduling difficulty, but this person was retained because her proficiency was judged
to be good enough to perform the tasks+

16+ To examine whether the data are normally distributed, we ran Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests+
They showed nonsignificance ~i+e+, the assumption of normality was met!+

17+ Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests showed that the assumption of normality was met at the lower
level but not at the higher level+ Therefore, we additionally ran nonparametric tests for the higher
level, although ANOVA is known to be relatively robust against deviations from normality+

18+ This analysis was done in response to an anonymous SSLA reviewer’s comment, for which
we are grateful+

19+ To test whether the exclusion of the two L1 nonprogressive learners affected the equiva-
lence of the two L1 groups in their proficiency in the domain of tense-aspect, we ran the same com-
parison on the results of the acceptability judgment test that we did for the previous section by
excluding the two participants+ The result was the same: t-tests did not reveal a significant differ-
ence between L1 groups at each level, thus ensuring the equivalence of the two L1 groups+

20+We excluded the following items from the analysis: ~a! 469 tokens of state verbs in -ru0ta
form, of which 441 tokens were either aru “to exist” ~inanimate! or iru “to exist” ~animate!; ~b! 34
tokens of acceptable use of -te a-(ru) construction ~e+g+, mon ga ake-te a-ru “a gate is open by design”!;
~c! 13 tokens of -tokoro ~e+g+, basu ni not-ta tokoro desu “has just gotten on the bus”!; ~d! six tokens of
uninterpretable items+ Items listed in ~a! and ~b! were excluded because they were not obligatory
contexts of the -te i-ru form; items in ~c! were excluded because the -tokoro construction can be
used not only with -te i-ru but also with -ru0ta form to describe the pictures+

21+ Because Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests showed that the assumption of normality was met at the
lower level but not at the higher level, we additionally ran nonparametric tests for the latter+

22+ The results of this study are consistent with previous tense-aspect research, which also found
an interaction of modality ~oral vs+ written! with inherent aspect+ Bardovi-Harlig ~1998! reported
that the rate of appropriate use for the oral narratives was somewhat lower overall than that for the
written narratives and, in particular, the ratio of past marking was especially lower in the spoken
narrative for activity and accomplishment verbs+ It appears that learners have more difficulty using
past tense form in a spoken task, which requires procedural knowledge+

23+ Although -te a-(ru) was not mentioned in Shirai and Kurono ~1998!, the results from the
oral production task indicate that -te a-(ru) is an important alternative form for the resultative use
of -te i-(ru)+

24+ Salaberry ~2000! also reported that his classroom L2 Spanish learners’ use of past tense marker
~preterit! was not limited to telic verbs at early stages+ However, his view is that it is used as default
past tense marker, which does not necessarily assume the interpretation proposed here ~i+e+, high-
frequency forms produced haphazardly!+ This issue has to be settled in future research+

25+ Slobin has since changed his position and is now skeptical of such a universal predisposi-
tion ~e+g+, Slobin, 1997!+
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

~1! Original Kana version given to the participants

~lipstick! _____________

A+ B+ C+ D+

~2! Romanized version and gloss
Takahasi: Are, syatu-ni kutibeni ~lipstick!-ga _______ ne+

Oh, shirt-LOC lipstick-NOM _________-FP+
“Oh, there’s lipstick on your shirt+”

Yamamoto: E, hontoo desu-ka!?
Oh, true-COP-Q!?
“Oh, really!?”

A+ tukimasu B+ tukimasita C+ tuiteimasu D+ tuiteimasita
attach: NONPAST attach: PAST attach: IMP-NONPAST attach: IMP-PAST

“is attached” “was attached” “has been attached” “had been attached”
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Note+ COP � copula, FP � final particle, IMP � imperfective aspect marker, LOC �
locative marker, NOM � nominative marker, NONPAST � nonpast tense marker,
PAST � past tense marker, Q � question particle+ The correct answer is C for this
test item+ The verb-ending forms used in the test items are -masu and -masita, polite
forms for nonpast -ru and past -ta+ The learners were more familiar with this form
because the polite style is usually introduced earlier in classroom settings+

APPENDIX B

TARGET VERBS FOR PROGRESSIVE AND RESULTATIVE STATE
CONTEXTS IN THE JUDGMENT TEST

Verb context Target verb English translation

Progressive
Activity asobu to play

ame-ga huru to rain
nomu to drink

Accomplishment karee-o tukuru to cook curry
repooto-o kaku to write a term paper
naraberu to line ~something! up

Semelfactive suiteki-ga otiru drops of water drip
sakura-no-hana-ga tiru cherry blossoms fall
tataku to beat

Resultative state
Achievement siru to come to know

kowareru to break ~intr+!
tuku to be attached to
oboeru to memorize
kekkon-suru to get married
tukareru to get tired
iku to go
todoku to arrive
saihu-ga otiru a wallet falls
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APPENDIX C

PICTURES FROM THE ORAL TASK
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APPENDIX D

VERBS PRODUCED MOST FREQUENTLY BY LEARNERS
ON THE ORAL TASK

Progressive meaning Resultative state meaning

aruku “to walk” aku “to open” ~intr+!
hanasu “to talk” boosi-o kaburu “to wear a hat”
hasiru “to run” denki-ga kieru “a light turns off”
kiku “to listen” denki-ga tuku “a light turns on”
matu “to wait” kowareru “to break” ~intr+!
naku “to cry” kuru “to come”
neru “to sleep” magaru “to bend” ~intr+!
nomu “to drink” megane-o kakeru “to wear glasses”
odoru “to dance” motu “to carry”
oyogu “to swim” noru “to take a ride”
tabako-o suu “to smoke a cigarette” okiru “to wake up”
taberu “to eat” saku “to blossom”
tobu “to fly” simaru “to close” ~intr+!
utau “to sing” sinu “to die”
warau “to laugh” suwaru “to sit” ~intr+!
yomu “to read” tatu “to stand” ~intr+!
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